NSF Project Reading List¹
As of August 5, 2002

Abbreviations for:
BHP  articles in Barbara [H. Partee]'s possession, can be borrowed/copied on request.
BMOSC MJS  articles in Peggy [MJSpeas]'s possession, can be borrowed/copied on request.
BOX   articles in NSF Project readings box [located in the Node]
C***  articles to be copied to *** [wildcard for location/addressee]
NODE  articles on shelf in the Node [Linguistics Department library]
L830   articles in distributed in L830 (Fall 00).

Note Sept 2000: If it turns out to be desirable to set up a separate box for Ling 830, we certainly can. In the meantime, the NSF Project Box = the Ling 830 (fall 2000) Box. Papers particularly important for Ling 830 are (or will be in later editions) boldfaced.

Note 2: Some articles are listed here only because they show up in bibliography of one of BHP and VB’s articles on genitives/possessives; their relevance in that case may be somewhat indirect.


¹ This list started out as the Reading List for Ling 830: Seminar on Syntax and Semantics of Genitives/Possessives. This work is supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. BCS-9905748 to Barbara H. Partee, "Integration of Lexical and Compositional Semantics: Genitives in English and Russian". Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation. Thanks to Ji-Yung Kim and Ana Arregui for help in compiling and annotating this list. Additions have come from Peggy Speas and from various colleagues and students in Amherst and Moscow and elsewhere. The list is still incomplete (and probably always will be); further additions are solicited.


**Barker, Chris: 1995. Possessive Descriptions. (chapter 1 = 'Syntax of Possessives in English'.) CSLI Publications. [BHP, BMOSC , MJS, BOX, L830]**


Cheng, Lisa: paper from Feb. 2000 DP/NP workshop “Bare Possessors in Cantonese and Mandarin Noun Phrases” *Chinese* [MJS]


Escribano, José Luis González. 1995. On the incompatibility of genitives and restrictive relative clauses: an explanation within the theory of principles and parameters. Linguistics 33, 711-740. [BMOSC]


Franco, Jon and Alazne Landa (handout 2000), External possession in the left periphery of sentence structure. Handout, 4th Hispanic Linguistics Symposium, Indiana University, November 2000. [BMOSC]


**Jensen, Per Anker and Carl Vikner. 1996. The double nature of the verb have.** In LAMBDA 21, OMNIS Workshop 23-24 Nov. 1995, 25-37. Institut for Datalingvistik, Handelshøjskolen i København. [BHP, BMOSC, BOX]


**Kolliakou, Dimitra, 1999. De-Phrase extractability and Individual/Property denotation** Natural Language and Linguistic Theory 17.4, 713-781 [BOX, BHP, BMOSC]
Koptjevskaja-Tamm, Maria and Aleksej Šmelev. 1994. 'Alešina s Mašej staťja ' (o nekotoryx svojstvax russkix "pritjazatel'nyx prilagatel'nyx"). [Alješa and Maša’s article (on some properties of the Russian “adjectival possessives”).] Scando-Slavica 40:209-228. [BHP, BMOSC]


Landman, Fred and Barbara H. Partee. 1984. Weak NPs in HAVE sentences. Ms. University of Massachusetts, Amherst. [BHP]


Rakhilina, E.V. 1992. Leksiceskoе znacenie i kommunikativnaja struktura (k postanovke problemy) [Lexical meaning and communicative structure (towards the posing of the problem)]. *Naucno-Texniceskaja Informacija, Serija 2: Informacionnye Processsy i Sistemy, 1992 No. 6, 27-30. [BMOSC]

Rakhilina, E.V. 1996. Semantika possesivnosti i vopros (o russkoj lekseme cej) [The semantics of possessives and questions (on the Russian lexeme cej ‘whose’)]. *Naucno-Texniceskaja Informacija, Serija 2: Informacionnye Processsy i Sistemy, 1996 No. 4, 21-26. [BMOSC]

Rakhilina, E.V. ms. 2000. *Moj, tvoj i semantika posessivnosti [My, your and the semantics of the possessive]. Ms, Moscow: VINITI. [BMOSC]


Schafer, Robin. ms. 1997. Encoding categorical judgments in have clauses. Ms., University of Massachusetts. [BMOSC]

Schoorlemmer, Maaike. 1998a. There is no such thing as a Passive Nominal. Ms.UiL OTS Utrecht. [BHP, BMOSC, BOX]


**Szabolcsi, Anna. 1983. The possessor that ran away from home. The Linguistic Review** 3: 89-102. [BHP, BOX, NODE]


Taylor, John R. 1996. *Possessives in English*. Oxford: Clarendon Press. [I don’t have the book but I have a copy of a forthcoming review (I don’t know where) by Chris Barker and Maria Polinsky. – BHP]


Trubetzkoy, N.S. (1939) Le rapport entre le déterminé, le déterminant et le défini. In *Mélanges de linguistique offerts à Charles Bally*, 75-82. Geneva. [publisher?]


**Vikner, Carl and Per Anker Jensen. 1999. A semantic analysis of the English genitive: Interaction of lexical and formal semantics.** Ms., Copenhagen and Kolding, Denmark. [BHP, BMOSC, BOX]


[Note: Chapter 6 =Iordanskaja, Lidia and Igor Mel’chuk. 19xx. *Glaza Maši golubye vs. Glaza u Maši golubye: Choosing between two Russian constructions in the domain of body parts.]


